The BAR-CODED Mind

Or what happened when Ninja Bambi took a look at a few clues.
In nature there are no straight lines. In man-made creations they are everywhere. Look!
We are all familiar by now with the international BAR CODE system which is comprised of a series
of black stripes/bars on a white background, which are used as unique identification codes placed
on products and read by scanners.
Well, they have another function. They show us, in our mirror, the clue and the proof of a truth
which has been hidden for a very long time: the world we live in is a deliberately constructed
slave/prison camp and it's all based in legal fiction and operates by our consent.
Over time, Humanity has been throughly indoctrinated and is now fully-immersed into all things
Legal and we have existed within a virtual reality matrix we could aptly
label 'Legal La La Land.'

The proof of this is in the simple Maxim Of Law which states:
"Legality Is Not Reality. "

Yet, until recently, only a very few knew about this.
The rest of us missed all the clues - even though they are literally everywhere.
As with any works of fiction you might expect to find on the library bookshelf, in the section
labeled Legal Fiction...

... any and all Legal Dictionaries, Law books, Statute books, etc., rightly belong there too.
Which takes us to the collective known as The International B.A.R Association...

...which could honestly be described as a Legal Fiction Private Members Club.

Obviously, a few of these B.A.R members know all about the false reality matrix construct based in
a mal-intent to deceive and the deliberate duping of humanity via the Registrations Process Birth
Certificate Scam creating the Legal Name Fraud into virtual and actual slavery.

No doubt, those in-the-know B.A.R members enjoy laughing about humanities' ignorant consent to
be enslaved by the Legal Name Fraud trap over drinks at their clubhouse BAR.
Can you hear them asking the BAR-TENDER for another BAR CARD-I.D. & Co.Law?

The full scope of the

or The BAR Code-Dead Mined
is easy to observe within the collective of ignorant users of the legal name, the zombies, the
walking dead fictions, the masses of id-entity slaves everywhere, and it forms (fill-in the forms) the
very foundation of the total mind-control indoctrination that is the
Legal La La Land Culture.
They say a picture speaks a thousand words...
...so here are a few thousand words focused on the ever-present
BAR CODES, BARS, STRAIGHT LINES which appear everywhere in this
Legal Fiction La La Land
a total mind-controlled false reality matrix.
Remember, straight lines do not appear in nature, and pens, ink, paper, typewriters, computers and
printers are the tools of creating written fiction.
Here are a few reminders of the evidence of your own eyes that we have been totally indoctrinated
into a man-made CULT-ure.
If you look closely you will see what is fiction (and what is 'real' - if you have missed the whole
point of what I have written so far).
Only Those With Eyes To See Can See What Is Right Before Their Eyes.
I have merely scratched the surface in this offering, and if you are like me, the fractal nature of what
you see will take you in so many directions you may even get a little dizzy.
Have fun!

Really. Google 'Identity Cards'. I did.
The variety and type of I.D.'s over the years is enormous, both before the introduction of the stripey
Bar Code and since, we can see it all. It is a complete overview of how humanity's living essence
is captured and placed onto dead paper and plastic. Here a just a few samples.

Did you look at these images and decide (cide means murder) which of them are real I.D. and which
are fun, fake, false or fictional I.D? Yes? Then you are still caught in the mind-controllers' program
of indoctrination into the legal system false reality matrix where you are convinced one thing is real
and another is fake, while within their Legal construct it's ALL fiction and consenting to be part of
it is killing you spiritually and physically!

You are not a NAME or a PHOTO on a piece of plastic or paper, not even laminated paper!

At them, behind them or wearing them, BARS and STRIPES are all over the place!
In a way, we are all 'Members of the BAR', in light of its mind-cult grip where so much of
symbolism has been encoded, popularised and built-into every aspect of this legal fiction construct.

Lawyers yawning: dull work for these B.A.R members.

These BAR-members seem to be enjoying their work!
The Prisoner is at the BAR...
but which BAR?
There are so many...

Pop Culture waxes lyrical over BARS and STRIPES too...

...and the Fashionista wear them well!

Justice seems so...sexy! If only she were real!

Prisons, Police Forces and Courts are corporations and are operated for profit! And there are so many of
them! The various B.A.R.Association members service the courts, police and themselves in an allemcompassing greedy profit-machine linked to the Legal Name Fraud.

That means it's all by YOUR consent.

I had a lot of fun with this BAR CODE generator: http://www.barcodesinc.com/generator/index.php
More from Ninja Bambi at http://ninjabambi.wordpress.com

